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 site-specific approach is presented to characterize terrain and target visibility
and terrain clutter as seen by a shipboard radar in a coastal environment. The method
takes into account the location of the ship, the particular terrain topography, the radar
parameters, and the propagation effect. The method incorporates atmospheric refrac-
tive index conditions surrounding the radar, an optical ray-trace model, an electro-
magnetic parabolic equation model, a database of terrain elevations, and a clutter
model. The model can simulate illuminated and shadowed regions of both surface
clutter and elevated targets. Simulated clutter results are shown to compare favorably
with clutter data measured at S-band, X-band, and Ku-band. This correspondence is
evident in geo-graphic patterns and statistical distributions of clutter on directly
illuminated terrain surfaces.
(Keywords: Littoral model, Radar clutter, Radar modeling, Radar propagation, Terrain
effects.)
INTRODUCTION
A shipboard radar in a coastal region is subject to

complications not encountered in the open ocean.
These complications include terrain shadowing of air
targets over land and clutter returns from terrain. Ter-
rain shadowing occurs in geographic patterns dictated
by specific terrain contours, resulting in regions of
attenuated radar signal strength that can compromise
detection and tracking. Terrain clutter can obscure a
target’s signal, even when it is not in shadow as well
as the clutter at a range distant from the target. Both
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terrain shadowing and clutter are significantly affected
by the characteristics of electromagnetic propagation,
which can be complicated in the coastal region.

Existing models for land clutter are typically empir-
ical. For instance, tables and empirical formulas are
available in which reflectivity for generic types of ter-
rain is related to various radar parameters.1–6 Typically,
some statistical measure is given, such as mean or
median reflectivity (s0), often along with parameters
of some statistical model. Such models suffer from a
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RADAR TERRAIN BACKSCATTER AND SHADOWING
number of deficiencies, including the inability to account
for site-specific terrain features, geographic patterns of
clutter, propagation conditions, or target shadowing.
Other researchers have developed models that account
for site-specific terrain features,7,8 but these models fail
to account for arbitrary propagation conditions and do
not represent target shadowing.

The model described here overcomes these deficien-
cies. Features of the model include three-dimensional
refractive index specifications, an optical ray-trace model,
an electromagnetic parabolic equation model, and a
database of terrain elevations called DTED (Digital
Terrain Elevation Data), which is published by the
Defense Mapping Agency. The database provides ter-
rain elevations on a 100-m grid for much of the Earth’s
land mass. The model can accept refractivity inputs
that vary in three dimensions if such detailed data are
available. Alternatively, a single profile of refractive
index versus altitude may be used to represent a uni-
formly stratified atmosphere, i.e., a condition in which
the refractive index versus altitude is constant over the
area covered by radar.

The terrain effects model is currently configured
with various levels of complexity and fidelity. A Terrain
Visibility Routine (TEVIR) calculates regions of the
terrain or of the air space above the terrain that are
subject to direct illumination by the radar. TEVIR-I
performs such calculations for an atmosphere charac-
terized by a linear, nonducting refractivity profile, of
which the standard atmosphere is a specific case.
TEVIR-I performs calculations using straight-line ray
trajectories over a round Earth having an equivalent
Earth radius dictated by the refractivity slope. For the
standard atmosphere, the equivalent Earth radius is a
factor of 1.33 greater than the true Earth radius.
TEVIR-II can use arbitrary refractivity profiles, includ-
ing profiles that vary in both range and azimuth from
the radar location. TEVIR-II makes use of an optical
ray-trace routine. A third variant called the RAD-
SCAT (radar scattering) model determines propagation
effects using an electromagnetic parabolic equation
method. This method involves a full-forward-wave cal-
culation of the electromagnetic field. The parabolic
equation is numerically solved in RADSCAT by the
Fourier split-step method, using the computer model
called TEMPER developed at the Applied Physics
Laboratory.9,10 The RADSCAT model with TEMPER
provides numerical calculations of the propagation
factor and accounts for radar refraction, multipath, and
diffraction. The more complex RADSCAT model is
used to calculate quantitative radar clutter data. Like
TEVIR-II, RADSCAT can accept three-dimensional
refractivity inputs.
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VISIBILITY MAPS

General Considerations
We determine terrain visibility by one of two

methods: an optical ray-trace program or an electro-
magnetic parabolic equation model (TEMPER). In
both methods, electromagnetic energy is assumed to be
reflected from water surfaces but absorbed by terrain.

 The optical ray-trace (geometric optics) method
integrates propagation differential equations along a ray
trajectory. In the ray-trace method, rays are launched
at closely spaced elevation angles. Typically, both pos-
itive and negative angles are included; the negative
ones are reflected from the water surface. The range of
angles needed to simulate radar visibility depends on
the beamwidth of the radar, the maximum altitude of
terrain peaks, and the range of the terrain peaks to the
radar. In a typical simulation of a shipboard radar, maxi-
mum ray angles of ±2° are usually sufficient to com-
pletely account for all rays that intersect the terrain.
The trajectory of each ray is calculated for a particular
refractivity profile. Once a ray encounters a land surface,
that surface is considered illuminated for subsequent
ranges along an equal azimuth slice until the terrain
slope becomes negative. For ranges beyond the negative
terrain slope, the terrain is considered to be in shadow
until another ray intersects the terrain surface. By re-
peated application of this algorithm, one can identify
directly illuminated regions along a radial slice; with
slices along various azimuths, one can identify directly
illuminated areas of terrain. The accuracy of the result-
ing plot improves as we increase the density of rays
within the elevation launch angles and as we increase
the density of azimuth slices. For a typical application,
we obtain satisfactory results with elevation ray spacing
of about 0.02° and azimuth spacing of about 0.5°.

The number of ray calculations can become quite
large. For example, using ±2° elevation coverage with
0.02° spacing and 90° azimuth coverage with 0.5° spac-
ing, there are 36,000 ray trajectories to be computed if
the refractivity profiles are unique along each azimuth
slice. For a uniformly stratified atmosphere, however,
the number of calculated rays need be only 200 by using
the same set of trajectories at each azimuth angle.

One can often evaluate the potential severity of
terrain clutter problems by examining a terrain visibil-
ity map showing the regions of terrain that are directly
illuminated (i.e., not in shadow). Often the distribu-
tion and extent of visible terrain are sufficient to es-
timate the probable impact of clutter. In such cases, a
ray-trace solution obtained by TEVIR-I and -II may be
sufficient for a qualitative radar performance evaluation.
1997) 433
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In this article, we will examine propagation effects
using the refractivity profiles shown in Fig. 1. Profiles
A and B were measured by the Pacific Missile Test
Center off the coast of California over a 3-day period
in June 1990. Strong surface-based ducts were persis-
tent during this period. Profile C was measured off the
coast of California by APL personnel during the sum-
mer of 1992. Surface-based duct heights of 500, 600,
and 1000 ft apply to profiles A, B, and C, respectively.
The profiles include evaporation ducts at the surface.
Profile D was measured in the Arabian Gulf in June
1995. This profile includes an 461-m elevated duct and
a 38-m surface-based duct. An additional profile rep-
resentative of a standard atmosphere is also shown in
Fig. 1. When using the profiles of Fig. 1, we retain the
evaporation duct for propagation over the sea. Howev-
er, we assume that the evaporation duct does not exist
over land. For overland applications, we delete the
evaporation duct and extrapolate the refractivity pro-
file above that duct to the surface. The refractivity
profiles shown here have been constructed from tem-
perature, pressure, and humidity constituents, using
relationships given in Reilly et al.11 The evaporation
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Figure 1. Measured refractivity profiles off the coast of California
(A, B, and C) and in the Arabian Gulf (D). A and B were measured
by the Pacific Missile Test Center in June 1990; C was measured
by APL in the summer of 1992; D was measured by APL in June
1995. (STD = standard atmosphere profile.)

Figure 2. Terrain and ray-trace profile with standard atmosphere
propagation.
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duct profile has been constructed using a surface bound-
ary layer model with a neutrally buoyant condition.12

Terrain Visibility–Ray-Trace Solutions
for Stratified Atmosphere

Figure 2 is an example of a DTED terrain profile and
ray trajectories with standard atmosphere propagation.
The highlighted areas are those in direct illumination,
according to the procedure described under “General
Considerations.” Figure 3 is a terrain visibility diagram
for a radar located in the Red Sea with standard atmo-
sphere propagation. The region shown is characterized
as “high-relief terrain,” having terrain peaks of 8200 ft.
Figure 4 is a ray diagram for a refractivity profile involv-
ing a uniformly stratified, 600-ft surface-based duct
(identified as profile 6 in Ref. 11). Figure 5 shows the
same area as in Fig. 3, but with a 600-ft surface-based
duct.

By comparing Figs. 3 and 5, one sees significant
differences in the patterns of visible terrain under stan-
dard atmosphere and ducting conditions. Clearly, much
more terrain is directly illuminated with the 600-ft duct

Figure 3. Terrain visibility diagram determined by the ray-trace
method for a radar located in the Red Sea with standard atmo-
sphere propagation.

Figure 4. Terrain and ray-trace profile with a 600-ft surface-based
duct.
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RADAR TERRAIN BACKSCATTER AND SHADOWING
than with the standard atmosphere. However, the max-
imum extent of the clutter is similar in the two cases.
The increased density of illuminated terrain under
ducting may be explained by the downward refraction
of radar energy, which illuminates features that might
otherwise be hidden, as suggested in Fig. 4. The terrain
at great distances is illuminated primarily by rays that
escape the duct and intersect high-altitude terrain fea-
tures. For that reason, there is not a large difference in
the maximum extent of visible terrain in the two cases
shown here.

Figures 6 through 9 illustrate terrain visibility with
propagation via a 1000-ft surface-based duct (profile C
of Fig. 1) near the coast of Saudi Arabia. In these
examples, the terrain is characterized as low-to-medium
relief, with peaks of about 1000 ft. With the radar
situated 70 nmi from the coast (Fig. 7), the directly
illuminated terrain is confined to a narrow band about
20 nmi wide along the coast. However, by moving the
radar to a location that is 25 nmi more distant (Fig. 8),
the directly illuminated terrain extends to about 75 nmi
from the coast (Fig. 9)—a significant increase relative
to Fig. 7. The extended visibility in Fig. 9 occurs
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Figure 5.  Terrain visibility diagram determined by the ray-trace
method for a radar located in the Red Sea with a 600-ft surface-
based duct and uniformly stratified atmosphere.

Figure 6. Ray diagram for operation near Saudi Arabia with a
1000-ft surface-based duct. The radar was 70 nmi from the coast.
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because of the opportunity for reflected paths from the
ocean surface to intersect distant terrain via the
surface-based duct model as indicated in Fig. 8.

Modification of Refractivity Profiles by Terrain
The atmospheric constituents that govern refractivity

are temperature, pressure, and humidity—parameters
that are subjected to terrain influences. Consequently,
a realistic atmospheric model would include terrain-
related modifications to the refractivity profiles, in
contrast to the simple stratified atmospheric assump-
tions used in the previous examples. To illustrate the
ability to represent terrain influences, we simulated an
adiabatic sea breeze (ASB) model in which a sea breeze
transports the air mass from the sea to the land.11 We
assumed that as the air mass is raised in altitude, it
undergoes adiabatic expansion (i.e., heat is neither
added nor subtracted). We assumed knowledge of tem-
perature, pressure, and humidity versus height over the
sea, and that the temperature, pressure, and humidity
constituents are transformed via an adiabatic process as
the air mass is transported over the land. As the air mass
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Figure 7. Terrain visibility diagram for operation near Saudi Arabia,
1000-ft surface-based duct. The radar was 70 nmi from the coast.

Figure 8. Ray diagram for operation near Saudi Arabia with a
1000-ft surface-based duct.The radar was 95 nmi from the coast.
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moves inland, we calculated new constituent profiles at
range increments DR. We then interpolated the con-
stituents between calculated profiles using a linear in-
terpolation procedure. In Fig. 5 of Ref. 11, the ASB
model was applied to profile A of Fig. 1 with a ship
position in the Red Sea as in Fig. 5. When the visibility
diagrams generated by the ASB and stratified atmo-
sphere models are compared, one can observe differenc-
es in specific regions. However, the overall density and
range extent of illuminated terrain are similar in the
two cases considered. For other classes of terrain relief,
however, one might expect greater differences between
a stratified atmosphere and an ASB process.

It is not our intention to represent the ASB model
as a realistic case, but rather to demonstrate the ability
of our visibility and clutter models to incorporate the
interaction of terrain and atmospheric processes. Al-
though the ASB process introduces additional com-
plexities into the refractivity
model, it is nevertheless a simpli-
fication of the physical processes
present in coastal meteorology.
We have ignored a number of
phenomena likely to be important,
such as boundary layer phenome-
na, heat inputs from the terrain,
and more complex air movement
patterns.

Visibility of Air Targets
Besides the clutter processes

discussed here, terrain shadowing
can limit the ability of the radar
to detect and track overland
targets. It is often useful to eval-
uate target shadowing limitations
using a target visibility diagram as
illustrated in Fig. 10. This exam-
ple applies to air targets over
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Figure 9. Terrain visibility diagram for operation near Saudi
Arabia, 1000-ft surface-based duct. The radar was 95 nmi from
the coast.
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air targets for a ship position off the coast of former Yugoslavia, with
ropagation.

former Yugoslavia, for a ship position approximately
25 nmi off the coast; the calculated visibility assumed
a standard atmosphere. It is assumed that the air target
flies at a constant height above the terrain. The shaded
regions indicate where an air target at several different
heights would be directly illuminated by the radar. The
coded regions should be interpreted as being cumula-
tive, e.g., the colored region applying to 10,000 ft also
includes the regions for lower- altitude targets. This
visibility diagram was produced by calculating ray tra-
jectories and applying a visibility algorithm similar to
the procedure used to determine terrain visibility as
described under “General Considerations.”

Application of Electromagnetic Propagation
Routine

The ray-trace methods discussed earlier provide rela-
tively fast qualitative solutions. The TEMPER program
provides more detailed quantitative calculations of the
total electromagnetic field using the Fourier split-step
method.9,10 Inputs to TEMPER include the radar fre-
quency, polarization, antenna elevation beam pattern,
antenna elevation pointing angle, and refractivity
profiles (index of refraction versus height). The refrac-
tivity profiles may vary with range if such detailed
information is available. In our applications, the rele-
vant output of TEMPER is the one-way or two-way
propagation factor F2 or F4, where F = E/Eo, Eo is the
free-space field, and E is the field under the assumed
conditions. We have adapted TEMPER to simulate a
lower terrain boundary by setting the calculated field
to zero at and below the terrain boundary at each range
increment.13 The first nonzero field value above the
terrain surface is identified with field strength incident
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on the surface at that range. This procedure essentially
represents the terrain as a series of knife edges, which
behaves as an approximation to a perfectly absorbing
boundary. With this method, the TEMPER calculation
will be unique for each azimuth slice.

Figure 11 illustrates a TEMPER solution using a
particular terrain slice as a lower boundary; F2 has been
coded on a color scale. The solution includes diffrac-
tion energy in regions that would be considered in
shadow according to the ray-trace algorithm. This
example was generated using profile B of Fig. 1 to
specify refractivity—the same profile used in the ray
diagram of Fig. 4. Other relevant parameters for Fig. 11
are S-band, vertical polarization, 1.5° beamwidth, and
0° antenna pointing angle.

By applying the TEMPER program to each azimuth
slice, a terrain visibility map may be obtained. Al-
though the TEMPER method does not explicitly de-
termine shadowed terrain, one can obtain a terrain
visibility map by applying a threshold to F2. In Ref. 13,
a visibility map was generated by applying a threshold
of –6 dB to F2. By comparing that visibility diagram
with the one determined with the ray method (Fig. 5),
one sees very little difference.

Terrain Boundary Assumptions
Both ray-trace and TEMPER methods make use of

perfectly absorbing boundaries. However, the propaga-
tion models have the capability to include reflecting
boundaries. For the ray method, one might calculate a
reflected path after a ray encounters the terrain, taking
into account the terrain slope in determining the re-
flected launch angle. For TEMPER, one might consider
using a finite impedance lower boundary, such as has
been studied elsewhere.14,15

Not only is our implementation of an absorbing
boundary much simpler than alternatives using reflect-
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Figure 11. Illustration of terrain and propagation factor profile with
a 600-ft surface-based duct. F 2 = one-way propagation factor.
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ing boundaries, but one can advance arguments for
preferring an absorbing boundary. One argument is that
reflected rays are unlikely to return energy to the sur-
face at a more distant range. In most cases of practical
interest, rays launched at more than 1° penetrate most
practical ducts and are therefore not refracted back to
the surface. Therefore, terrain slopes of more than 1°
would not return reflected energy to more distant sur-
face locations. Second, energy will tend to be diffusely
reflected because realistic terrain is typically very rough
compared with radar wavelengths. Consequently, a
specular reflection or smooth surface calculation is
usually unrepresentative. Thirdly, absorption at the
boundary because of finite impedance will further di-
minish the reflected energy.

To adequately assess the impact of terrain boundary
assumptions, more modeling efforts are required. Work
continues at APL to develop finite impedance bound-
ary applications that we will eventually apply to our
terrain effects models.

CLUTTER CALCULATIONS

General Relationships
Clutter magnitude depends on both radar system

and terrain parameters. Radar system parameters in-
clude transmitter power, frequency, antenna gain, and
resolution size (both range and azimuth). Terrain pa-
rameters comprise type, roughness, reflectivity, and
location relative to the radar. Clutter power can be
expressed by

P
P G F A

R L
c

t c

( )
,=

2 2
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4

3 44

l s
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(1)

where Pc is returned clutter power, Pt is transmitted
power, G is antenna gain, l is radar wavelength, s0 is
the average clutter reflectivity of a radar cell, F4 is the
two-way propagation factor, Ac is the area of an illu-
minated cell, R is the range to the clutter cell, and L
represents various system losses.

Using the “constant-gamma” model, the clutter
reflectivity is defined as

s s g c0 0
1 1= =∑ ∑
n ni

i

n

i
i

n
sin , (2)

where n is the number of DTED facets (defined in Ref.
11) within a radar cell, s0i (m2/m2) is the reflectivity
of the ith facet, ci is the grazing angle at the ith facet,
and g is the normalized reflectivity (m2/m2), which is
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predefined and depends on the radar frequency and the
type of terrain. We use the following frequency rela-
tionship in our model:

g g=




r

r
,

f
f

k

(3)

where gr is a reference value applicable to a particular
radar frequency fr; according to Ref. 1, we use the fre-
quency scaling factor k = 0.5. Whereas some data sug-
gest that g and k vary with both terrain relief and
cultural development,1,7 we currently use the same
values for both high- and low-relief terrain, namely,
gr = 0.17 at fr = 3.0 GHz, and k = 0.5. The gr value has
been increased relative to our previous estimates12,13 to
conform with the measurements presented in the suc-
ceeding section. We have not varied gr with terrain
relief, reasoning that terrain relief factors due to large-
scale shadowing may be adequately accounted for in our
DTED-based method. We recognize, however, that the
specification of gr for our model as a function of terrain
type and frequency requires further investigation and
clarification. In addition, grazing angle and radar fre-
quency relationships are discussed further in the follow-
ing section.

Generally one characterizes clutter in terms of the
reflectivity parameter s0, which is expressed as a unit-
less quantity (m2/m2); s0 is usually determined by mea-
suring returned clutter power and solving for s0 using
Eq. 1. Since one typically lacks detailed knowledge of
the propagation factor at the clutter source, it is cus-
tomary to assume F4 = 1 in this calculation. Recogniz-
ing the difficulty of separating reflectivity and propa-
gation factor, we will characterize clutter reflectivity in
terms of the combined parameter s0F

4.

Parametric Variations
Many clutter models assume that the backscatter

coefficient s0 increases with increasing grazing angle,1–5

a trend in accordance with rough surface scattering
theory.16–18 Others have proposed a relationship based
on depression angle of the radar antenna pattern rather
than on grazing angle of the incident energy.6,7 Accord-
ing to depression angle advocates,7 the backscatter from
terrain is dominated by processes involving vertically
oriented features (e.g., trees, cultural features) and
associated “microshadowing,” rather than the rough
surface mechanisms of theoretical models, and that
general rough surface theory does not apply to most
terrain. There are difficulties in defining appropriate
angles in either view. Both depression and incidence
438 JOH
angles are affected by atmospheric refractivity proper-
ties, and grazing angles are further affected by the fine
structure of terrain slopes. In general, such details may
not be accurately known.

Our current model uses a grazing angle relationship
according to Eq. 2, where the grazing angle is defined
by the slope of a ray from the ray-trace method and the
terrain slope of a directly illuminated DTED cell. For
shadowed regions, the grazing angle is approximated
using the incidence angle of the previous ray and the
local terrain slope. If the grazing angle in the shadow
zone is negative (i.e., negative terrain slope exceeds ray
inclination), we replace ci with a minimum value in Eq.
2; this approximation is required to account for finite
scattering due to surface roughness. In this article, the
DTED terrain slope is determined as the slope along a
two-dimensional slice. A more accurate definition of
terrain slope would consider the three-dimensional
slope of terrain. However, the error in backscatter
coefficients by using a more simply determined two-
dimensional slope is not excessive.11

Clutter reflectivity is often characterized using the
parameter g of Eqs. 2 and 3; g is usually determined
experimentally and may be separately specified for
various terrain relief and cultural development classi-
fications.1 Past descriptions of g can be only an initial
guide for our applications for two reasons. First, most
experimental data on g apply to average reflectivity
over an entire radar resolution cell, whereas in our
applications, we apply g to smaller DTED cells within
a radar resolution cell. As a result, we would expect the
appropriate g value in our model to be different from
the larger scale value determined in previous studies.
Second, previous descriptions of g include only generic
classifications of terrain, whereas in our model the
terrain slopes and shadowing features are separately
determined for every DTED cell. Consequently, we
hypothesize that aspects of terrain roughness might be
accounted for in a DTED-based approach using DTED
terrain slopes, and the same value of g might apply to
various terrain relief classifications. This hypothesis
will have to be examined in future experimental studies
of the sort presented in the “Experimental Verification”
section of this article.

As discussed in that section, our experimental data
are best fit using g = 0.17 at S-band and 0.20 at Ku-
band. The experimental value at Ku-band exceeds that
at S-band by only 0.7 dB, whereas the difference ex-
pected from Eq. 3 is 3.25 dB. It will be necessary to
conduct additional measurements before we can deter-
mine the experimental error in the estimate of g or can
confidently specify g for other radar frequencies and
terrain types. Hence, when making predictions of clut-
ter strength, we use Eq. 3 with k = 0.5.
NS HOPKINS APL TECHNICAL DIGEST, VOLUME 18, NUMBER 3 (1997)
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Example Calculation of Radar Clutter
Figure 12 shows the results of the RADSCAT land

clutter model for an S-band radar with the following
parameters: 0° antenna elevation pointing angle, 1.5°
beamwidth (both azimuth and elevation), horizontal
polarization, 1-ms pulse width, and 62-ft antenna
height. Figure 12a is the land profile at a particular
radar azimuth. The highlighted surfaces are visible by
radar, as determined by the ray-trace program. Note
that the land profile presents only one slice of terrain.
Within the azimuthal radar beamwidth, the terrain pro-
files could vary, especially at large distances from the
radar. In our simulations, we generally compute at least
two slices within each beamwidth. Figure 12b shows the
one-way propagation factor F2 computed by TEMPER
with profile B from Fig. 1. Figure 12c shows s0F

4 versus
range. When s0 is computed by Eq. 2, the incident angle
within a shadowed region is assumed to be the same as
that of the last ray on the illuminated surface. Figure
12d depicts the returned clutter power calculated by

P k
F A

R
c

c .= s0
4

4
(4)

For convenience of calculation and plotting, we eval-
uate Eq. 4 using k = 1010, determined with Ac having
units of square nautical miles, and R having units of
nautical miles. Figure 12d shows clutter power not only
from directly illuminated terrain but also from shad-
owed regions due to diffraction.

One can construct a clutter map by repeating the
calculations shown in Fig. 12 at incremental azimuth
angles. Figure 13 is a radar clutter map (s0F

4); the
assumed propagation condition
and radar location are those used
in the visibility diagram of Fig. 5.
The radar parameters in this ex-
ample are S-band, 3° beamwidth,
0° elevation pointing angle, 2-ms
pulse width, and 62-ft antenna
height. In Fig. 13, the magnitude
of s0F

4 is indicated with a gray
scale. The azimuth increment is
0.5°.

Statistical Representation
The Weibull distribution is

often used to represent the statis-
tical distribution of terrain clut-
ter. Statistical representations of
terrain clutter can, however, be
ambiguous and lead to misinter-
pretation. Therefore, one must
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be circumspect in interpreting and applying statistical
clutter models. A major reason for this ambiguity is the
influence of the minimum threshold used in the statis-
tical database, a parameter that is usually unstated in
descriptions of experimental clutter data.

 The selection of a lower limit in simulated data is
arbitrary. Since the model has no absolute lower limit
on s0F

4, one could set a lower threshold to exclude
weak clutter data. The effect would be to alter the
statistical parameters of the resulting database. As a
practical matter, a similar issue will be present with
measured data. Radar measurements will be limited to
clutter cells that exceed a minimum signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and this minimum will be a function of
the sensitivity of the radar, including transmitter power,
antenna gain, noise figure, and other parameters. To
illustrate this point, imagine that clutter measurements
are made by two radars that differ in sensitivity but are
identical in all other respects. If we set a threshold at
some multiple of the SNR, the more sensitive radar
would include more data points with small values of
s0F

4 and would have a smaller average s0F
4.

We illustrate this situation in Figs. 14 and 15, which
give simulated cumulative count distributions of s0F

4

for low- and high-relief terrain, respectively, including
the frequency scaling law of Eq. 3. Figures 14 and 15
were determined with Eq. 3 and a hypothetical value
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in low-relief terrain.

Figure 15. Cumulative distribution of radar clutter reflectivity
(s0F 4) in high-relief terrain.
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of g = 0.05 at S-band. Three radars are represented,
differing only in frequency. The high-relief terrain (Fig.
15) applies to the Red Sea area with the radar looking
eastward toward mountainous terrain in the azimuth
sector 50–60° and a maximum range of 60 nmi. For low-
relief terrain (Fig. 14), the radar is situated in the
Arabian Gulf 10 nmi from the coast at 29.1° latitude
and 48.3° longitude. The observed region covers the
low-relief terrain of Kuwait and Saudi Arabia in the
sector 260–270°, with a maximum range of 60 nmi. The
simulated data include shadowed terrain illuminated
through diffraction and do not have an absolute min-
imum value. Because of enhanced diffraction at longer
wavelengths, small values of clutter are enhanced as the
frequency band is lowered. However, the reverse is true
at large values of s0F

4, where clutter is enhanced as
frequency is increased because of the scaling law given
in Eq. 3.

Table 1 summarizes the averages of s0F
4 and number

of cells (N) exceeding the threshold when various
thresholds are applied to the data of Figs. 14 and 15.
From these data, one might infer that s0F

4 has a fre-
quency scaling law that depends both on threshold and
terrain relief. A terrain relief dependency was also
indicated in the measurements of Billingsley,7 who
found s0F

4 to increase with increasing radar frequency
in low-relief farmland but to decrease with increasing
radar frequency in high-relief mountainous terrain.

In comparing simulation results with measurements,
it is important to understand the difference in statistical
properties of simulated and measured data. Whereas the
model provides statistical expectations, i.e., statistical

Table 1. Statistics of radar clutter reflectivity (s0F4) with
variation of threshold and radar frequency (1.5° beam-
width, 1-ms pulse width, 62-ft antenna height).

L-band S-band X-band
Threshold Mean Mean Mean

(dB) (dB) N (dB) N (dB) N
High-relief terrain

40 –34.3 568 –32.0 551 –29.3 549
30 –37.9 647 –36.4 641 –32.5 608
20 –42.3 739 –40.5 721 –35.7 660
10 –47.3 843 –44.8 804 –40.3 730

0 –50.6 912 –48.5 872 –45.8 817
–10 –53.0 963 –51.6 929 –49.5 875

Low-relief terrain
40 –42.0 418 –41.8 462 –39.1 483
30 –48.3 683 –46.5 631 –43.1 627
20 –53.9 971 –52.2 908 –47.7 768
10 –59.7 1294 –57.9 1177 –54.0 992

0 –66.1 1684 –65.0 1549 –61.5 1286
–10 –70.7 1980 –70.7 1889 –70.0 1678

Note: Threshold refers to clutter-to-noise ratio for a hypothetical
radar system. N = number of cells.
NS HOPKINS APL TECHNICAL DIGEST, VOLUME 18, NUMBER 3 (1997)
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averages of reflectivity from individual radar cells,
actual measurements include statistical fluctuations
about these averages. The simulation results can be said
to belong to a simple statistical distribution, whereas
measurements will follow a compound distribution (see
Fig. 23, which is discussed later).

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Data Collection and Processing
Terrain clutter measurements were collected by a

shipboard radar equipped with a coherent data collector
(CDC), which has a 40-dB dynamic range. To increase
the dynamic range, it was necessary to collect data with
a series of attenuation as was done with S-band data.
Data were collected near the west coast of the United
States and near the Arabian Gulf in 1993 and 1995,
respectively. The measured areas of the west coast of the
United States are mountainous high-relief terrain; the
measured areas of the Arabian Gulf have both moun-
tainous high-relief and desert low-relief terrain. The
terrain of both regions has a variety of features, includ-
ing deserts, forests, vegetated land, urban areas, and
rural areas. The tests did not include absolute calibra-
tion of the radar power. In relating radar measurements
to absolute reflectivity, we relied on specified radar
parameters.

Terrain clutter measurements were collected near
the coast of southern California and northern Wash-
ington in May and June 1993. In this article, we present
the data of southern California only. Pertinent radar
parameters are S-band, horizontal polarization, 1.6°
beamwidth (azimuth and elevation), 0° elevation
pointing angle, 3.0-ms pulse width, and 120-ft antenna
height. Although the S-band radar has a relatively
strong output power, clutter data were recorded by a
data collector having a limited dynamic range. To cover
the full measurement range required for our tests, data
were sequentially collected with attenuation levels of
80, 60, 40, 20, and 0 dB and later merged for expanded
dynamic range. In the data merging process, a 17-dB
lower limit and a 37-dB upper limit were used at each
attenuator setting to eliminate system noise and satu-
rated data, respectively. The clutter-pulse-noise-to-
noise [(C+N)/N] ratio of the merged data ranged from
17 to 117 dB. The process of data collection at the five
attenuator settings consumed approximately 4–6 min.
In the merged data file, each clutter measurement has
been attributed to a fixed radar cell despite the fact that
the ship speed was approximately 10 knots during the
data collection period. This extended data collection
process effectively creates a smearing effect. The data
collector can acquire measurements over an extended
azimuth and range sector. In these tests, the azimuth
and range sectors were approximately 130° and 63 nmi,
JOHNS HOPKINS APL TECHNICAL DIGEST, VOLUME 18, NUMBER 3 (
respectively. Considering the range resolution (0.24
nmi), azimuth resolution (1.6°), and attenuator set-
tings (5), more than 105 measurements compose a sin-
gle range/azimuth data set. Multiple data sets were
transferred to tape for later analysis.

Atmospheric data were collected using an instru-
mented helicopter that measured temperature, pres-
sure, and humidity versus height. The helicopter flew
a series of sawtooth patterns from the ship over the
water, thereby allowing a sequence of profiles to be
constructed as a function of range from the ship. At-
mospheric data were collected 10–15 nmi inland.
These data were later processed to determine a series
of profiles of refractivity index versus height. During
data collection, measured refractivity did not deviate
significantly from a standard atmosphere condition. As
a general rule, however, propagation in marine or coast-
al environments can deviate significantly from stan-
dard atmosphere conditions, resulting in significant
variations in terrain clutter as seen by a shipboard radar
(see preceding discussion).

 A Ku-band and an X-band radar were used to
collect land clutter data in the Arabian Gulf in Feb-
ruary and June 1995. The Ku-band radar parameters are
vertical polarization, 63-ft antenna height, 1.6° azimuth
beamwidth, 10° elevation beamwidth (pointing at
4.5°), and 200-ns pulse width. The Ku-band radar has
relatively low power, and the full measurement range
can be covered by the 40-dB dynamic range of the
CDC without adding attenuation. The X-band radar
parameters are horizontal polarization, 58-ft antenna
height, 1.5° azimuth beamwidth, 4.7° elevation beam-
width (pointing at 2.3°), and 260-ns pulse. The X-band
measurements (using a 64-pulse compression/uncom-
pression mode) were collected by the same type of
CDC without adding an attenuator.

Atmospheric data were not collected during the Ku-
band radar measurements, but since the Ku-band radar
was very close to land, the radar measurements would
not be significantly affected by the atmospheric con-
ditions. An assumption of a standard atmosphere is
used in the simulation to be discussed. For the X-band
radar measurements, refractivity profile D of Fig. 1 was
measured approximately 8 h before the data were col-
lected.

Comparison of Measurement and Model:
Geographic Patterns

Figure 16 illustrates several features of measured and
simulated reflectivity data. Figure 16a shows a terrain
profile determined from the DTED database for a single
azimuth direction (106.34°) with the ship positioned
in southern California. The highlighted regions repre-
sent directly illuminated terrain, as determined with
the ray-trace algorithm. The terrain profile shown is
1997) 441
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only one representation of the terrain contour within
a radar beamwidth. Within a beamwidth, the terrain
height will vary at a fixed range because of the azimuth
extent of the beam, especially at the greater limits of
range. Figure 16b shows the one-way propagation factor
determined from the TEMPER program. Figure 16c
shows measured and modeled values of s0F

4 versus
range, where the simulated data were obtained with the
average of two azimuth slices per radar beamwidth. The
magnitude of s0F

4 necessary to equal system noise is
also shown. As a general rule, measurements below the
noise limit are not possible.

Figure 17a shows wide-area views of measured clutter
in southern California. In Fig. 17a, magnitudes of s0F

4

have been coded on a color scale; these magnitudes
were derived from measurements of radar power using
Eq. 1. This picture provides one example out of many
such data sets collected during the exercise. Corre-
sponding modeled data are shown in Figs. 17b and 17c.
Figure 17b was derived from the Terrain Visibility
Routine (TEVIR) using the ray-trace algorithm. Figure
17c was derived from the RADSCAT program.

By overlaying the measurement and simulation
maps, one observes very good correspondence between
the geographic patterns of measured and modeled data.
The predicted areas of terrain illumination in the
ray-trace routine (Fig. 17b) correspond well with the

Figure 16. Simulated and measured land clutter reflectivity. (a)
Terrain profile at radar beam center; (b) one-way propagation
factor (F 2); (c) radar clutter reflectivity (s0F 4).
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Figure 17. Comparison of land clutter measured and modeled
data. (a) Measured radar clutter reflectivity (s0F 4) at the coast of
southern California within 63.0 nmi; (b) terrain visibility map pre-
dicted with the ray-trace method (standard atmosphere; antenna
height = 120 ft); (c) map of simulated radar clutter reflectivity
(s0F 4) using RADSCAT method.

contours of measured clutter above –20 dB in Fig. 17a.
This correspondence suggests that the strong clutter
measurements are associated with directly illuminated
terrain.

Figure 18 shows a terrain profile determined from
the DTED database for a single azimuth direction
(213.9°) and the corresponding measured data at
Ku-band. The highlighted points on the terrain profile
indicate directly illuminated terrain as determined by
TEVIR. The positions of strong measured clutter re-
turns coincide exactly at illuminated terrain shown in
the figure. Figure 19 illustrates wide-area patterns of
measured and simulated clutter. In Fig. 19a, magnitudes
of measured (C+N)/N are color coded between
HNS HOPKINS APL TECHNICAL DIGEST, VOLUME 18, NUMBER 3 (1997)
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Figure 18. Land clutter return of Ku-band radar for a single
azimuth direction (213.9°). (a) Terrain profile; (b) measured (C+N)/N
(clutter-plus-noise-to-noise ratio).

193 to 247° in azimuth. By overlaying Figs. 19a and
19b, one finds good correspondence between the geo-
graphic patterns of measured data and simulated visible
terrain, especially at close ranges. Because of the low
power of the Ku-band radar, only the strongest clutter
returns beyond 15 nmi can be represented. Conse-
quently, the geographic size of measured land clutter is
smaller than the simulated visible terrain at distant
ranges.

Figure 20 illustrates several features of the measured
and simulated clutter return, (C+N)/N, of an X-band
(MK 92) radar. Figure 20a shows a terrain profile de-
termined from the DTED database; Figs. 20b and 20c
show the measured data without and with pulse com-
pression, respectively. Figure 20d shows the simulated
(C+N)/N of land clutter. The strongest measurements
were seen to be saturated, as indicated by the flat tops
in Fig. 20b. Since the pulse compression is a function
of uncompressed pulse, the magnitude of the com-
pressed data (Fig. 20c) is saturated as well. Despite the
saturation of measured data, simulated data at all range
positions agree with the patterns of illuminated terrain,
which is highlighted in the terrain profile.

Figure 21a shows the terrain visibility map simulated
by TEVIR near the coast of Iran under a strong surface-
based duct. The beach area in the figure is directly
illuminated due to the duct, but would not be illumi-
nated under standard atmosphere propagation. Figure
21b shows the land clutter map of the X-band measure-
ments with uncompressed pulse mode. Although the
(C+N)/N data are saturated, they are adequate for a
qualitative analysis. By comparing Figs. 21a and 21b,
we observe good correspondence between the geo-
graphic patterns of measured data and simulated visible
terrain.
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Figure 19. Comparison of measured data and simulated terrain
visibility map. (a) Measured (C+N)/N (clutter-plus-noise-to-noise
ratio) with Ku-band radar at the coast of United Arab Emirates; (b)
simulated terrain visibility map predicted with TEVIR (standard
atmosphere; antenna height = 63 ft).
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Figure 21. Comparison of simulated terrain visibility map and
measured data. (a) Terrain visibility map predicted with TEVIR, at
the coast of Iran (ducting atmosphere, antenna height = 58 ft); (b)
measured (C+N)/N (clutter-plus-noise-to-noise ratio) collected with
an X-band radar using 64-bit uncompressed pulse at the coast of
Iran (data shown from 27 to 80 nmi in range and 0 to 90° in azimuth).

Statistical Representation
Figure 22 illustrates the cumulative distribution of

measured and modeled reflectivity (s0F
4) in southern

California. The vertical axis gives the number of radar
cells exceeding the value of s0F

4 shown on the hori-
zontal axis. One curve shows the measured data; the
other lines show simulated data using the method
described in the “Clutter Calculations” section with
g = 0.17. The modeled data includes calculated effects
of various horizontal antenna sidelobe levels. Sidelobe
effects were determined by integrating clutter from cells
along a constant azimuth slice, but where the clutter
magnitude was reduced by the assumed sidelobe level,
and adding the integrated sidelobe clutter to the cal-
culated main beam value. A sidelobe level of –80 dB
approximates that of the experimental system.

For s0F
4 greater than –40 dB, the measured and

simulated results in Fig. 22 agree well. For weaker clut-
ter, however, the model predictions are significantly
below measurements. It was suspected that the lack of
correspondence of weaker clutter might occur primarily
in shadow (diffraction) regions. To test this hypothesis,
we examined the distribution of measured and simulat-
ed clutter applying to radar cells that contained at least
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Figure 22. Cumulative distribution of radar clutter reflectivity
(s0F 4) for the coast of southern California; model with standard
atmosphere, g = 0.174, two-way sidelobe = –60 to –80 dB.

a portion of directly illuminated terrain as indicated by
the ray-trace method. The resulting distributions are
shown in Fig. 23. Two distributions are shown for the
modeled data: one applies to the calculated values of
s0F

4, following the convention shown in Fig. 22; the
other is obtained by random numbers drawn from a
Raleigh power distribution, in which the mean value
is defined by the calculated s0F

4 for that cell. This
distribution simulates a compound distribution as de-
scribed previously. When statistical distributions are
compared, the compound distribution is expected to
most nearly simulate the measured data.

It is seen that the measured and modeled distribu-
tions in Fig. 23 correspond very well, suggesting that
the model performs quite well when directly illuminat-
ed surfaces are contained within the radar cell. The
median value of s0F

4 is –23 dB for both measured and
modeled data; the Weibull a-parameter is 1.7 for the
measurements and the modeled compound distribu-
tions. These values compare favorably with previously
published data at S-band.1

As indicated earlier, the X-band radar measurements
were saturated as a result of the limited dynamic range
of the CDC measurements. Therefore, further quanti-
tative analysis is not possible using the X-band data.
Figure 24 illustrates the cumulative distribution of
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measured and modeled reflectivity of the Ku-band radar
in the Arabian Gulf. As noted in Fig. 18b, the average
value of (C+N)/N for the Ku-band data is 18 dB, which
is higher than most clutter returns in the diffraction
zone. For a valid comparison, in Fig. 24, the cumulative
plot includes only the directly illuminated radar cells
determinated by TEVIR. As with the X-band data,
good correspondence between measured and modeled
data is seen for strong returns. Unlike the S-band radar,
no Ku-band data exist that can be used to validate the
model for weak clutter. The simulated data in Fig. 24
were generated by the RADSCAT program, with
g = 0.2. According to Eq. 3, g should equal 0.36 for a
Ku-band radar. If the clutter model used g = 0.36, the
cumulative curve of the model would shift by 2 dB in
Fig. 24. It would require further study to determine a
correct g relationship for different radar frequencies
and terrain types.

Investigation of Differences Between
Measurement and Model

The statistical distribution of measured and simulated
clutter appears to correspond well for relatively strong
clutter or for radar cells having directly illuminated
surfaces. For weaker clutter or for clutter pertaining to
shadow zones, the model appears to underpredict the
measured S-band data. We are investigating several
reasons for this discrepancy. The following describes
potential sources of discrepancy that are being considered.

The sidelobes of an experimental system can in-
crease the occurrence of relatively weak clutter. The S-
band radar azimuth sidelobes, as seen in Fig. 22, do
increase relatively weak clutter but not to an extent
sufficient to bring the measurement and model in com-
plete correspondence. The experimental S-band system
also had elevation sidelobes and cross talk between
vertically separated beams. The effects of these eleva-
tion sidelobes and cross talk were simulated and found

Figure 24. Cumulative distribution of radar clutter reflectivity (s0F 4)
applied to radar cells containing directly illuminated terrain for the
coast of United Arab Emirates.
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to reduce the difference between measured and mod-
eled data. We note that at the trailing edges of strong
clutter peaks, the measured clutter tends to exceed the
simulated data (see Fig. 16). The effects of vertical
antenna beam cross talk appeared to account for the
trailing edge effects. Despite this improvement, signif-
icant differences remained between measured and
modeled data in the shadow zone (s0F

4 below –40 dB).
The S-band data at five attenuator settings were

collected over a period of 4–6 min, during which time
the ship maintained a velocity of about 10 kt. To in-
vestigate the possible smearing effects of position
changes during the data collection period, we need to
simulate a database that contains such smearing effects.

As described in the section on visibility maps, ter-
rain effects are incorporated into the TEMPER electro-
magnetic routine using an approximation to a perfectly
absorbing boundary. We are considering the possibility
that the terrain boundary method implemented in
TEMPER might not adequately represent diffraction
zone effects. Another simplification in the model is
that the terrain boundary is two-dimensional, rather
than three-dimensional, as in the real world. The use
of a two-dimensional approximation will introduce
errors into the simulation. Another possible source of
error is that multiple scattering processes (as a result of
the three-dimensional aspects of the terrain) are not
included in the simulation.

SUMMARY
In this article, we discuss a model for terrain effects

on shipboard radar performance that accounts for site-
specific terrain features and for propagation effects.
Both terrain shadowing and clutter can be simulated.
The method can accommodate atmospheric data that
vary in three dimensions, if such detailed information
is available. Site-specific terrain contours are described
through the DTED database, which is provided by the
Defense Mapping Agency. The model is configured
with various degrees of complexity. This article in-
cludes previously published results at the S-band19 as
well as more recent data at the X-band and Ku-band.

Relatively simple, but fast, methods are provided
with TEVIR-I and -II. TEVIR-I computes terrain and
target shadowing, where the propagation can be repre-
sented as straight-line propagation over a round Earth
with an equivalent Earth radius factor. Atmospheric
profiles fitting this category can be represented by a
constant gradient of the index of refraction versus
height. The “standard atmosphere” is one example fit-
ting into this category. TEVIR-II also determines ter-
rain and target shadowing, but with arbitrary atmo-
spheric inputs.

The RADSCAT method employs an electromagnetic
parabolic equation method to calculate the propagation
997) 445
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factor. RADSCAT includes both refraction and diffrac-
tion effects and can simulate terrain shadowing and
backscatter. This method can accept refractivity that
varies in three dimensions. Although the RADSCAT
method provides much more detailed information, it
also takes much more time to execute as compared with
the TEVIR methods.

Variations in atmospheric refractivity can signifi-
cantly alter patterns of terrain clutter and shadowing.
The effects will depend on the structure of atmospheric
refractivity as well as terrain relief. With a surface-based
duct, for instance, it is possible to markedly increase the
density of directly illuminated terrain or to greatly extend
the range extent over which strong clutter is returned.

The RADSCAT and TEVIR models were compared
with radar measurements taken off the west coast of the
United States from an S-band radar. The correspon-
dence between measured and simulated clutter is very
good for relatively strong clutter. This correspondence
is evident in the geographic patterns and statistical
distribution of clutter returns in both northern Wash-
ington and southern California. Although the terrain
has similar mountainous relief in the two locations, the
composition of the terrain is quite different. In the
measurement area of northern Washington, the terrain
is forested, with little cultural development. In south-
ern California, the terrain is semiarid with significant
cultural development, particularly along the coast. De-
spite the differences in terrain composition, the clutter
returns on directly illuminated surfaces were similar in
the two locations.

Other data used in this study were collected by Ku-
band radar under the standard atmosphere condition
near the west coast of the United Arab Emirates and
by X-band under a strong surface-based duct near the
coast of Iran. In both cases, excellent agreement be-
tween measurements and modeled clutter was obtained
when the spatial patterns of strong clutter returns were
compared.

Within shadowed regions, the model predicts generally
lower clutter strengths as compared with measurements.
We are currently investigating several hypotheses that
might explain the discrepancy. Primary considerations
include smearing due to platform motion during the
measurement interval, inadequate representation of dif-
fraction, multiple scattering effects, data collection re-
sponse dynamics, and refractive effects of vegetation.
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Future improvements in the model will incorporate
the Digital Feature Analysis Data (DFAD) database of
terrain composition. This database, also published by the
Defense Mapping Agency, indicates features such as
vegetation, structures, roads, bridges, and power lines.
With such data, it is possible to better predict backscatter
and the effects of both natural and cultural features.
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